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Abstract—Social Media is a tool that offers users entertainment, creative expression, networking opportunities, more
accessible access to an abundance of resources. However, there is
an alarming increase in mental illnesses associated with the high
use of social media. Given that mental health is an imperative
aspect of an overall healthy lifestyle, it is vital to consider how
millions of people utilize and rely on social media applications
daily, making them vulnerable to mental illnesses associated with
social media use. In addition to this, a particular demographic
may be at high risk: a target age group, people of color,
underprivileged communities, and a particular gender.
Index Terms—Social Harm, Social Benefit, Social media, NLP

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the most prevalent age groups that utilize social
media is teenagers. With social media existing as a platform
for competition for popularity, teenagers respond to societal
beauty norms, popular, attractive, and appealing. A study
conducted by Maria Clark in 40+ Frightening Social Media
and Mental Health Statistics shows a linkage where the suicide
rates of teenagers have risen from 2011 by 150 percent, and
the depression rate has grown by 112 percent. It is pretty noticeable that the rate is increasing per the introduction of social
media networking platforms such as Facebook, WhatsApp,
Instagram. In an effort to respond, Instagram has suppressed
likes to curb the comparisons and hurt feelings associated
with attaching popularity to sharing content. Nevertheless, this
made the most negligible impact on teenagers’ mental health
changes, and rates have not improved effectively. [1] [2] [3]
[4] [5].
Social media engagement can make people feel closer to
society and their near and dear, but this also can lead to
FOMO (Fear of Missing Out) when left alone, potentially
causing disruptions in mental health. Ironically, social media
activates the brain’s reward center by releasing dopamine,
which is recognized as a happy chemical. Dopamine releases
during pleasurable experiences, such as eating a favorite food,
interacting with loved ones, and exercising; when it is lacking,
this leads to Anxiety and Depression.
Similarly, the social media activities are designed in such
a way that it is addictive and brings Anxiety and Depression
when it is unavailable. However, where there can be positive
effects of social media, there are even more negative impacts
on children and adults. [6]
sentiment and emotion analysis helps Mental health detection on social media [7]–[10] [1]. One of the most prevalent
age groups that utilize social media is teenagers. With social
media existing as a platform for competition for popularity,

teenagers respond to societal beauty norms, popular, attractive,
and appealing. A study conducted by Maria Clark in 40+
Frightening Social Media and Mental Health Statistics shows
a linkage where the suicide rates of teenagers have risen from
2011 by 150 percent, and the depression rate has grown by
112 percent. It is pretty noticeable that the rate is increasing
per the introduction of social media networking platforms such
as Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram. In an effort to respond,
Instagram has suppressed likes to curb the comparisons and
hurt feelings associated with attaching popularity to sharing
content. Nevertheless, this made the most negligible impact on
teenagers’ mental health changes, and rates have not improved
effectively. [1]
II. L ITERATURE REVIEW
We want to consider previous studies conducted by researchers over the past 5-10 years to assist in navigating our
research. Furthermore, we intend to observe how analysts,
medical professionals, mental health advocates, and social
networking representatives respond to the phenomena. Thus,
literature research is essential to our study.
Numerous articles exist suggesting a correspondence between social media use and mental health risks. Social Bots
can affect mental health of the society [11]–[15]. This literature review will evaluate two articles: Social Media Use and Its
Connection to Mental Health: A Systematic Review and Social
Media and Adolescents’ and Young Adults’ Mental Health. We
assess these particular articles for several reasons. The first
being to adopt data collection and processing methods from
knowledgeable researchers. The second reason is to assist in
defining a research problem and proposing a solution. Lastly,
our group intends to seek a clear understanding of how best
technology utilizes in research strategies.
Transfer Learning for NLP models in Social media helps
to detect these trends [16] [17]–[34]. [16]Our research group
adopted a similar method in our systematic study by extracting
one hundred scholarly articles highlighting the relationship
between social media usage and mental health. The two central
databases accessed were Google Scholar and George Mason
University’s online library. Collectively, we gathered twentyfive articles per student, focusing on content containing similar keywords of ”social media,” ”social networking,” ”mental health,” ”mental disorder,” and ”technology and mental
health.” The second article we are reviewing, Social Media
and Adolescents’ and Young Adults’ Mental Health, studies
the relationship between social media use among adolescents

and how their mental health is in decline. This article supports the first composition conclusions claiming that 25% of
adolescent users believe their social media habits negatively
impact their mental health. A strong link also exists between
sleep patterns and high social media usage. Poor sleep patterns
commonly lead to depression and anxiety, two mental illnesses
prominently cited in the first article. [16]
A. Problem Investigation
While social media has brought countless social benefits, the
increased interconnectivity has introduced unforeseen social
issues. Among younger people in particular, where social
media use is ubiquitous, there is concern that social media
produces an adverse effect on mental health. According to
an article regarding Social Media published by the National
Center for Health Research, ”With 13% of 12–17-year-olds
reporting depression and 32% reporting anxiety, mental illness
is a concern for adolescent health. It is a concern for young
2adults as well since 25% of 18–25-year-olds report having
some form of mental illness”. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39]
[40] [41]
III. A PPROACH
Analytics begins with raw data, so our main priority was
finding reliable data sources to support our thesis. We have
gathered articles from various resources and used R Studio
for web scraping and converting into CSV files. Once all
our data converts into a single structured format, we have
performed data pre-processing on the extracted data. Data
is pre-processed and cleaned using Python, eliminating any
anomalies, including removing the stop words, connective
words, and other special characters or missing data. Since
the data gathered comes from various resources, we will be
creating a standard format to analyze data further and gain
valuable insight. [42]
IV. DATA P RE -P ROCESSING
We have gathered the articles that incorporate the terms ”Social Media” and ”Mental Health” in the title for pre-processing
the data. These articles were gathered from various sources
such as GMU Resources (Online Database and libraries). Once
we gathered all the related articles we used R Studio for web
scraping using the HTML Method. We used multiple libraries
such as Rvest and PDFtools in R studio inorder to extract data
from websites as well as pdf.
Codes were repeated for all the websites and PDFs that we
chose based on the category that we selected. The above code
stores the text from the website and pdf in the list format in R
environment, so for our analysis purposes we had to convert
the list into a dataframe. Once all the lists were converted
into dataframes, data frames were exported to our local hard
drive for the purpose of combining all the data frames. Using
MS Excel CSV format for the exported files to combine data.
Once all the data frames were combined, cleaning processes
started where any empty row was taken out, any row which had
irrelevant data was deleted such as references, author names,
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title etc. That took most of our time as we went in manually to
verify that once data is loaded it does not have any unnecessary
text that can affect the end result which is referred to as noise.
Even after converting our dataframes into csv after cleaning
we realised that the code that we used stored each line from the
text was separated by comma not each word so we used MS
excel feature data tab, text to column feature is used. through
which each word was separated into its own column. Since
there were still a lot of unnecessary words in our data such
as stop words we used MS excel feature find and replace on
all the stop words that were present through which a lot of
unnecessary data was deleted we finally had our clean data
ready for Text Analysis.
V. T EXT A NALYSIS
Once we had created a clean dataset, we were ready to begin
analysis of the text. Importing the dataset into Monkeylearn,
a text analysis tool that uses machine learning, we were able
to generate meta-data about the combined dataset. First was
a simple word count to show which areas were focused by
the researchers (Figure 1). From the word count, it is simple
to see which areas were commonly addressed in the papers:
social media, mental health, trangender people, and more.
Many of the studies were focused on adolescents and other

young people, also demonstrated in the word count. A word
count such as this one allowed us to quickly see which areas
of classification to focus on moving forward.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Variety of symptoms and issues, such as minority or
transgender vulnerabilities, and concerns about children and
young teens than we originally anticipated. We also found
cyberbullying and addiction to social media to have a wide
footprint across the scholarly literature on the subject. These
findings are key to our classification and further work we are
doing through machine learning.
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